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This is powerful way, people's hearts and minds get invaded by horrible images and feeling.. normal logic 

is suppressed, people become possessed by their Trapped Emotions. 

 

The problem of SC is Trapped Emotions, causing Resentment and now they are multiplying their problem 

in the heads and the hearts of those with common base. Theological deviations are natural consequence of 

their unresolved feelings. That happened in the theological conflicts in the early Christianity. 

 

Why Trapped Emotions appear? 

 

Trapped emotions can be developed from painful personal experience, that we cannot overcome in our 

hearts. But almost always there past historical reasons for their appearance. Unresolved feelings of the 

past have re-appear, with the purpose of being reversed and resolved in the present. 

 

What are Trapped Emotions? 

 

Negative images and feelings, stored in ones memory.. in connection to person or a situation. They are the 

underlying cause of sicknesses and bad relationships. 

 

How Trapped Emotions control us? 

 

Each time you think of that person or situation, the same emotions overwhelm you. The negative 

resonance of these feelings make you feel negatively about him, think negatively, act negatively. Each 

time that happens, you add to the negative resonance. Give and take generates energy. 

 

How are Trapped Emotions liberated? 

 

When you recall them, you can rethink the situation in new, positive light and change the emotional 

resonance, these trapped negative energies in your body can be liberated. Thus, you heart and mind can 

now be free to act normally. We not only get free from the evil spirits, behind these heavy emotions, but 

we free them. You see, that's Returning Resurrection. Past unresolved feelings come, we feel them as our 

own, but we know the Principle and reverse them. Otherwise we are imprisoned by them. 

 

HOW TRAPPED EMOTIONS WORK 

 

Have you experienced Cycling a problem in your head - impossible to get out of it (Internal Hell)! Once 

we start cycling in the brain some unresolved problem, neurological connections are created. When they 

become stronger than any other connection, they override all other logic. Now all reasoning becomes 

subjugated by this stronger one. That's the prison of Trapped Emotions; That's how Physical Mind (Brain) 

imprisons the Spirit Mind (Heart) of the person. 

 

These trapped emotions become trigger points for bad spirits to control the person. Now the heart can be 

misdirected in evil direction, resentments and evil doings can be excused. There are evil spiritual forces 

working behind that process. This was always Satan's greatest power. Ones trapped this way people will 

work under evil spirits influence without being aware of that. 

 

To run away from his consciousness such a person has to either repent, or he will continue cycle excusing 

reasoning for this resentment. To get comfort he will search for external support and start multiplication 

of resentment. Many righteous and conscientious people were trapped in Hell in this way, not be able to 

love their enemies. 

 

Unresolved Trapped Emotions towards Mother 

 

It is obvious that HJN has trapped emotions... unresolved pain in his heart, that he was unable to 

overcome and now this resentment is changing his perspective even to the point of neglecting all core 

Unification principles and words of True Father. But why members don't notice that? 

 

At first it was hidden gossiping, HJN sharing his displeased emotions - like Ham. But once he found 

enough support he felt power to multiply evil openly and viciously, with no remorse, calling TM, "beach 

of beaches... whore, harlot.... lesbian". How much more insane this can go! Suddenly he forgets all the 

victorious course of TM, just because of one book. 

 

So narrow-minded! Clear sign of being spiritually invaded. It's definitely not coming from his Original 

Mind. Without understanding the spiritually reasons, all this seems strange and confusing. But spiritual 

reasons behind are way deeper and providential. 


